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Time Magazine’s recently named Best Beach in America
Home to one of the longest piers on the West Coast

Home to the Vans US Open of Surfing - the world’s largest
surf competition and lifestyle festival
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Huntington Beach Pier

Catch a wave in Surf City USA® year-round! Surfing definitely sets the tone of Southern California, and even if you never grab
a board, there’s great viewing of some of the local dudes riding the waves alongside the landmark Huntington Beach Pier

Things To Do:
At the International Surfing Museum you’ll see up close how
this Orange County town, with 10 miles of beaches and consistent swells, got its Surf City USA nickname (and don’t miss
the World’s Largest Surfboard on display).
Enjoy Main Street’s surf shops and restaurants, many with
sidewalk tables or decks that let you bask in fresh ocean
breezes and sun-soaked afternoons. Huntington’s newest
outdoor mall, Pacific City, is where you’ll find one-of-a-kind
artisanal eats and stylish boutiques—all with an ocean view.

Discover the more natural sides of town by trying horseback
riding in the 354-acre Huntington Central Park, or by hiking and bird watching in Bolsa Chica Ecological Reserve, a
restored wetlands and one of Southern California’s most vital
coastal habitats, which is home to over 300 species of birds.
Missing your pup? Check out the 1.5-mile stretch between
Goldenwest and Seapoint streets because it is dedicated to
the dogs. With a flat expanse of sand and plenty of room to
spread out, pups are able to play as they please.

The Waterfront Beach Resort, A HIlton Hotel
Pacific City - Oceanfront Dining,
Shopping and Entertainment
Pacific City’s retail hub houses unique shops and an exciting
collection of first-to-market restaurants and unique eateries
with the most progressive menus and stunning interiors, and
Lot 579, a unique artisanal market and California culinary experience with multiple food purveyors offering everything from
gourmet sandwiches to the freshest sea-to-table fish, beach
fare elevated to creative culinary status across categories from
tacos to meat pies, fresh greens to the artistry of the perfect
cup of coffee, to a simple, cold beer with the perfect burger.
This outdoor environment is nothing short of awesome, with
vistas and views from every plaza, deck and patio.

Dining Features

Enjoy fresh, regional offerings while dining under the stars,
on the ocean, or by the fire. Huntington Beach’s restaurants
offer style and ambiance while keeping the relaxed beach
atmosphere. Unwind and toast the day’s activities as the sun
goes down at one of the great nightlife options within walking
distance of your hotel.
25 Degrees
25 Degrees, whose name refers to the temperature difference
between a medium rare and well-done burger, adds an upscale twist to the traditional burger joint, offering unique burger
toppings and a stellar wine list, as well as a full bar including
signature handcrafted specialty cocktails and adult-inspired
milkshakes, such as the famous Guinness Milkshake.
Duke’s
At the foot of the pier, Duke’s and its Barefoot Bar invite you
to enjoy their superior view of the sea, Hawaiian beach house
ambiance, and trademark Pacific Rim cuisine and cocktails.
Try the Banana Leaf Steamed Island Fish & Shrimp paired with
a mai tai, and eye the walls for tributes to the Father of Modern
Surfing, Duke Kahanamoku.

Hotels

Hyatt Regency Huntington Beach Resort and Spa
• AAA Four Diamond Hotel
• 517 guest rooms
• 112,000 square feet of function space
Enjoy ocean views from three ballrooms, or get up-closeand-personal with the Pacific with direct beach access via a
pedestrian bridge.
The Waterfront Beach Resort, A Hilton Hotel
• 437 guest rooms
• 48,000 square feet of function space
Bask in the Southern California weather with two spacious
pool areas, cabana rentals and personal fire pits to enjoy the
beautiful sunset complete with firewood, beach chairs and
s’mores.

We’re excited to help you create a meaningful
experience for you and your guests.

visitanaheim.org/meetings

